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It might be often daunting to negotiate with a Sacramento auto dealer and gather as much of
information as you can about a second hand car. However, things will get easier if you do some
homework. Make your way through the used car buying process by placing the right queries while
talking to the Sacramento used car dealers. As a result, you will be able to find the information you
need for making a wise decision. Discussed below are a few basic queries which cover different
aspects of purchasing a pre-owned car.

If you already know about the cars sales value, then get the following queries answered by the
Sacramento used car dealers and come up with a right decision.

Is it a certified used car in Sacramento, May I see the documents of pre-certification checking?

Each certified pre-owned car has to go through a mechanical inspection just before it gets certified.
Ask the Sacramento used car dealers to produce documents to show you what was repaired. It is
an easier way to avoid any kind of future problem.

Where the car was purchased from?

If the car was a trade-in to the Sacramento auto dealership, ask it to present you its maintenance
records. Be flexible and give it the option to hide both the car owners name and contact details. If
the car was purchased at an auction, make sure it is thoroughly inspected by an expert mechanic in
Sacramento.

Who has certified your used car in Sacramento?

Remember, what matters in the purchase of a second hand car process is its certification by the
original manufacturer rather than any insurance supported program.

How long can I test drive the used car?

The Sacramento used car dealers business is slow now. Try to make the most of it. Ask if the car
dealer will allow you for overnight test drives or not. Also, give in writing that you wont drive it over
100 miles, confirm about your insurance, and youll drive it back with a full oil tank (if you leave it with
a tank full of oil).

Can you have access to CarFax report before car purchase?

All the reputed Sacramento used car dealers will have no objection to this. An unreliable dealership
may oppose or can even present an altered report. Make sure you have the original CarFax report
where the car identification number is same as the VIN on the used car you are intending to
purchase.

What is the Sacramento dealers return policy?

Probably, professional dealers wont think it as an absurd question. They are customer-friendly and
would like to give you some time to rethink the car purchase and are dedicated to ensure you the
best value. No used car dealer in Sacramento will give you cash back.
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What is the offered price for the used car in Sacramento?

The used car deal must be profitable for both the customer and dealership. Dealers are interested to
make profits through financing, but in Sacramento market, total cash payments should bring you at
least some discounts. Negotiate to cut 5% off the listed used car price. Make it clear to the auto
dealer it removes a lot of hassle when deliver them full amount in cash.
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Rick Pruett - About Author:
Rick Pruett worked with well known a Sacramento used car dealers, hence he knows what are the
things you should consider while looking for an economic car deal in the market. His checklists have
helped many to find the most suitable a Sacramento auto deal within no time.
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